English Paracelsians Debus Allen G Franklin
eloge: allen george debus, 16 august 1926–6 march 2009 - cago, moreover, debus was one of the
pioneers in the institutionalization of the history of sci-ence in the united states. allen debus was born in
chicago, the son allen g. debus (1926–2009) - acshistslinois - thesis was the english paracelsians: a study
of iatrochemistry in england to 1640. debus received the honorary d. degree from the catholic university of
louvain in 1985. debus taught, conducted research, mentored students and staff, and organized and
developed graduate and undergraduate programs in the history of science and medicine at the department of
history of the university of chicago ... university of chicago library guide to the allen g. debus ... - allen
george debus (1926-2009) was a renowned american historian of science who served on the faculty of the
university of chicago department of history from 1961 until his retirement in 1996. allen g. debus ohiencehistory - upon allen g. debus’ death in 2009, this oral history was designated free access. one may
view, quote from, cite, or reproduce the oral history with the permission of chf. the mystical origins of
modern science and medicine - debus argues that while the paracelsians’ advocacy of a mystical,
alchemical cosmology was disturbing to many, a compromise was reached on the use of the new medicines,
including at the london college of the economy of magic in early modern england - chapter 3 the
economy of magic in early modern england lauren kassell when my mistress died, she had under her arm-hole
a small scarlet bag full of phd theses in history of science by year 1941 through 2015 - 12 1961 debus,
allen the english paracelsians: a study of iatrochemistry in england to 1640 cohen, i. bernard 13 1962
coleman, william, ii georges cuvier and the fixity of the biological species. cohen/mendelsohn 14 1962 holmes,
frederic claude bernard's concept of the milieu interieur cohen, i. bernard 15 1963 basalla, george science and
government in england 1800-1870 cohen, i. bernard 16 ... science and patronage in early modern
england – a ... - such also was the dependence of most english makers of natural knowledge during the
period of this study, 1570-1625. it was especially true of those working outside universities, ranging from
elevated court physicians and philosophers through projectors and private tutors to more humble
mathematical and mechanical practitioners. the sociological turn in the history of science transformed the ...
newlight on dr thomasmoffet: modern physician, client ... - charles webster, allen debus, andvictor
houliston have contributed importantly to ourunderstanding ofthe life, career, andworksofoneofengland's
earliest, and mostsignificant, paracelsians.' throughtheir work, wehavecometo knowmoffet as etymologist,
paracelsian physician, author, member of the london college of physicians, andphysician andbiographer ofsir
philip sidney. thispaperexamines ... book reviews - acshistslinois - allen g. debus, science history publications/usa, nantucket, ma, 2001. 296 pp, isbn 0-88135-292-6, $52. for many years now allan g. debus has been
a tireless worker in the history of chemistry. as he points out in this volume, when he first began to study the
his-tory of chemistry, it was unfashionable; and attention was mainly lavished on the physical sciences. his
own choice of research was ... natural philosophy in harrington's political thought - english
corpuscularian thought, which were little more than chemical particles, 8 to the universal spirit that newton
hypothesized in his work of the 1670s to explain the 3 in works, p. xxxviii. iv. bibliography - rd.springer debus, allen g. (1977): the chemical philosophy. paracelsian science and medicine in the sixteenth paracelsian
science and medicine in the sixteenth and seventeenth century.
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